
Example 10
Assessment task: Production proposal

Chosen play text: Hotel by Caryl Churchill

Assessment
Criterion A B C Total

Marks awarded 7 4 6 17

Marks available 8 4 8 20

Comments
Criterion Comments

A Ideas and intentions Ai: (3 marks) The student begins by giving an overview of the text, then explains the author’s 
choice of style and the style of the piece. This is not one of the themes of the play, but rather 
about the stylistic idea, providing evidence from the text regarding the playwright’s use 
of language. The student chooses to focus on the idea of urban alienation, but does not 
really explain what the playwright is communicating regarding this idea. The student does 
explain how the idea is communicated and gives detail regarding how this is portrayed by 
the playwright in the text. The student examines this idea from different perspectives, such 
as the fact the characters are not named, and their positioning in space. The section on 
“Two nights” is brief and does not provide much detail. This section is uneven, alternating 
between explaining and outlining.

Aii: (4 marks) The student begins by explaining their interpretation of the play and what they 
wish to communicate to the audience. The student explains how the idea will be conveyed 
though characters but does not really explain the performance style, instead focusing more 
on text. The student addresses their choice of performance space and the reasons for this. 
There is information regarding the audience experience, with explanation and moments of 
insight. This is concise but could still do with a little more detail. The work is borderline 3/4 
marks, but gains full marks as it is a clear and concise explanation.

B The proposed design B: (4 marks) The student provides an excellent proposal for their set design explaining how 
space will be used and lit. There are links made to the ideas in the play and to their theatre-
maker intentions. The use of a mood board is excellent, giving a sense of the world of the 
play, though good practice would be to cite image sources at point of use. The section on 
costume provides explanations—these do need to be developed further, though 
there is clarity regarding costume choice and what the student is trying to convey 
through this design. The use of visuals is excellent throughout, giving a sense of the 
student’s design ideas.
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Criterion Comments

C The proposed staging of 
one moment of the play

C: (6 marks) The student has chosen a good moment to stage as it provides interesting 
possibilities; they begin by explaining its significance. The student provides reasons how 
production elements of set/props and lights create tension, but this section is somewhere 
between description and explanation. There is not enough detail here—for example, 
regarding the furniture in the room and its movement, or the lights—though the student 
demonstrates a good understanding of how the moment is constructed and the audience 
experience. The student describes performance elements with detail regarding movement 
and choreography and uses a visual effectively. This section does not offer enough of an 
explanation regarding the creation of tension, emotion, atmosphere and/or meaning. This is 
a challenging section to mark as it moves between explanation with insight, some outline, 
and some description. Taking this into consideration, this was awarded a holistic mark 
of 6 overall (for both performance and production) though it edges just short of 
meriting 7 marks).

General comments An excellent choice of play with many possibilities and opportunities for the student to show 
their imaginative directing and design skills. This was a difficult production proposal to mark 
in that the student has an excellent understanding of the play and of the craft of directing 
and designing, but the content moves between outline, description and explanation 
throughout. A greater level of detail in certain areas would result in full marks for 
criteria A and C.
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